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Basic Economics:  A Citizen's Guide to the EconomyBasic Books, 2000

	At last there is a citizen's guide to the economy, written by an economist who uses plain English. No jargon, no graphs, no equations. Yet this is a comprehensive survey, covering everything from rent control and the rise and fall of businesses to the international balance of payments.The purpose of Basic Economics is to enable people...
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An Introduction to Numerical Analysis for Electrical and Computer EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An engineer’s guide to numerical analysis
To properly function in today’s work environment, engineers require a working familiarity with numerical analysis. This book provides that necessary background, striking a balance between analytical rigor and an applied approach focusing on methods particular to the solving of engineering...
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Pattern Recognition, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2006
A classic -- offering comprehensive and unified coverage with a balance between theory and practice!

Pattern recognition is integral to a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines and technologies including image analysis, speech recognition and audio classification, communications, computer-aided diagnosis, data mining. The authors,...
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Mobile Broadband - Including WiMAX and LTESpringer, 2009
Mobile Broadband: Including WiMAX and LTE provides an overview of IP-OFDMA technology, commencing with cellular and IP technology for the uninitiated while providing a foundation for OFDMA theory and emerging technologies, such as WiMAX, LTE, and beyond.
Features include:

	A coherent and systematic discussion of all...
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Hands-On Markov Models with Python: Implement probabilistic models for learning complex data sequences using the Python ecosystemPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Unleash the power of unsupervised machine learning in Hidden Markov Models using TensorFlow, pgmpy, and hmmlearn

	
		Key Features

		
			Build a variety of Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
	
			Create and apply models to any sequence of data to analyze, predict, and extract valuable...
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Agile Software Development: Best Practices for Large Software Development ProjectsSpringer, 2009

	Software Development is moving towards a more agile and more flexible approach. It turns out that the traditional "waterfall" model is not supportive in an environment where technical, financial and strategic constraints are changing almost every day. But what is agility? What are today’s major approaches? And especially: What...
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Practical Quantum Computing for Developers: Programming Quantum Rigs in the Cloud using Python, Quantum Assembly Language and IBM QExperienceApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Write algorithms and program in the new field of quantum computing. This book covers major topics such as the physical components of a quantum computer: qubits, entanglement, logic gates, circuits, and how they differ from a traditional computer. Also, Practical Quantum Computing for Developers...
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International MarketingSouth-Western College, 2006


	Thank you for reading our book! Practicing international marketing and writing

	a text on the subject have much in common. The focus is on delighting the

	customer; it is a lot of work; the competition is tough; and it’s fun to succeed.

	It is therefore with great pleasure that we present the eighth edition of International...
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Professional Pen Testing for Web Applications (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
There is no such thing as "perfect security" when it comes to keeping all systems intact and functioning properly. Good penetration (pen) testing creates a balance that allows a system to be secure while simultaneously being fully functional. With this book, you'll learn how to become an effective penetrator (i.e., a white hat or ethical...
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Nginx: From Beginner to ProApress, 2016

	Teaches you to start up Nginx and quickly take your expertise to a level where you can comfortably work with various aspects of the web server and make informed design decisions for your web farm. Nginx powers more than 40% of the top 1000 websites and is among the handful of web servers that can handle more than 10K simultaneous connections....
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Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
In the SQL database community, Joe Celko is a well-known columnist and purveyor of valuable insights. In Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, he picks up where basic SQL training and experience leaves many database professionals and offers tips, techniques, and explanations that help readers extend their capabilities to...
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Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology and the Law to Lock Down Culture and Control CreativityPenguin Press, 2004

	A landmark manifesto about the genuine closing of the American mind.

	

	Lawrence Lessig could be called a cultural environmentalist. One of America's most original and influential public intellectuals, his focus is the social dimension of creativity: how creative work builds on the past and how society encourages or inhibits...
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